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TICKER: AMZN 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Amazon.com, Inc. offers a range of products and services through its           
Websites. The Company's products include merchandise and content        
that it purchases for resale from vendors and those offered by third-party            
sellers. It also manufactures and sells electronic devices. It operates          
through three segments: North America, International and Amazon Web         
Services (AWS). Its AWS products include analytics, Amazon Athena, Amazon CloudSearch,           
Amazon EMR, Amazon Elasticsearch Service, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon Managed Streaming for           
Apache Kafka, Amazon Redshift, Amazon QuickSight, AWS Data Pipeline, AWS Glue and AWS             
Lake Formation. AWS solutions include machine learning, analytics and data lakes, Internet of             
Things, serverless computing, containers, enterprise applications, and storage. In addition, the           
Company provides services, such as advertising. It also offers Amazon Prime, a membership             
program that includes free shipping, access to streaming of various movies and television (TV)              
episodes. 

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS 
InSight expects $44 EPS in 2021, driven by growth in e-commerce which saw above anticipated               
expansion in 2020. Cloud computing at Amazon Web Services (AWS) is still the most promising               
segment for growth at AMZN. Covid-19 tailwinds for online shopping, remote workforce transitions have accelerated many                
trends seen in recent years, this bodes well for AMZN earrings expansion in 2021. A good leading indicator for 2021                    
earnings is in the growth of Prime membership subscriptions across devices (Fire TV, Echo/Dot, Alexa, etc.).  
● InSight is projecting revenue growth of 17-19% in 2021. 
● Additionally, we think margins of 41.0%, in 2021 will be a great sign given the outflow of capital in                   

shipping/logistics investment. If AMZN can make these capital investments and maintain margins above 40% for               
2020 and 2021, we are likely to see continued growth multiples going forward.  

● We see some risk entering the retail space with recent IPOs (Chewy, Wish) and the expansion of Wayfare into the                    
home goods space, but this is still a domain run by Amazon, and the growth of Chewy, Wayfare and Amazon                    
comes at the expense of smaller vendors. 

● There are no significant changes to the lack of dividend, and little damned among shareholders given the RoC                  
metrics AMZn can continue to produce.  
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SECTOR OVERVIEW 
Amazon.com is in the Internet & Direct Marketing Retail subcategories in the Consumer Discretionary Index. It represents                 
almost 1/4th of the entire group and individual exposure provides little excess exposure then the index. Additionally the                  
leaders in the group have all seen expansion above GDP for several years running. The whole sector is seeing multiple                    
expansion as a function of its own success, causing the group to see excess benefits from the virtuous circle. It is                     
reasonable to assume that AMZNs portion of the index declines, as several members of the B-tier of names like TSLA,                    
HD, and SBUX have seen similar growth. This reflects more on the strength further in the sector, rather than anything                    
from AMZN.  
 

IMPACT INSIGHT (ESG)  

+C Rating (In Transition, High Profile, High Potential) 
Environmentally - Amazon has some major risk in the environmental space, expanding its same day delivery increases                 
fossil fuel consumption, expansion of it’s packaging and logistics fleet imports pollution and paper waste risk from                 
traditional logistics companies, and even Amazon Data center expansion sees an increased demand on an already fossil                 
fuel centered power grid. Amazon in response signed the pledge to be net carbon zero by 2040 and have been far more                      
energy and pollution conscious then the retailers and logistics companies they have replaced. This is still a long time                   
horizon for these changes and a long road to go. The construction of its own wind farm in TX and the transition of the van                         
fleet to an electric only fleet is the first step in that pledge.  

Socially - Amazon finds itself as part of the broader “tech too big” conversation, though they get little focus from the social                      
media element and more on the data discussion. Expect them to be part of conversion but is a secondary role if the                      
conversation is centered around speech and not privacy. Additionally, there have been some calls by members of                 
congress to find additional regulations for Amazon as both a marketplace and product maker. This distinction is getting                  
increasing attention calling for reforms to the litmus tests for monopolies and unfair competition standards. Amazon has                 
an above average focus and intern policies to mitigate diversity and inclusion risks, although the recent response to                  
COVID for shipping facilities and wages has become the focus of several groups.  

Governance - Amazon has maintained a commitment to long term investment decisions and this allows them to make                  
harder short term decisions. Some of this has drawn criticism from those who want to see more transparency from big                    
complicated R&D groups. On the whole, governance is the smallest ESG risk for Amazon, there are several internal and                   
regulator oversight bodies that keep Amazon faithful, and the accounting has been markedly better than years ago when                  
AMZN had several accounting and transparency issues for analysts.  
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